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Universal protective equipment.

The CORAX is the versatile harness par excellence: easy to use and
comfortable, it is designed for rock climbing, mountaineering or via ferrata.
This adjustable harness is available in several colors and in two sizes, to fit
all tastes and body shapes.
www.petzl.com

ECO GOLD
Introducing Black Diamond ECO Gold.
ECO Gold is made from pure magnesium carbonate,
which is the byproduct of the desalination process,
as opposed to being mined from the earth like typical
climbing chalk, making it purer and eco-friendlier
than other chalk products on the market.
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Innovation
you can feel.
Updated insulation for lightweight warmth.
Same versatile packability. 100% recycled
fabrics and fill, because gear should be
tougher on the cold—and easier on the planet.

Redesigned to
minimize cold
spots.

Updated insulation
for lightweight
warmth.

100% recycled
fabrics and insulation.

Editorial

CAN YOU LIVE
WITH THE IDEA OF
NOT DOING
THAT ROUTE?

Exploring on Table Mountain. Photo ALESSANDRO GELMETTI

I

recently watched the Brit Rock Film Tour. Four
excellent and very entertaining movies, but for
me two of the films stood head and shoulders
above the rest – Lexicon and Fall Theory.
Not because of the cinematography, or the
directorship, etc. (which were outstanding, by
the way), but because of what these two movies
symbolise – commitment, dedication and a deep
passion that practically goes beyond life itself. It is
totally mind blowing to see and ultimately realise
the sacrifices and often life-changing lengths
some climbers will endure, to get that send! Not
only in terms of training and climbing, but that
which affects their personal life at home and in
the work place. It doesn’t border on obsession.
Nay, it is the very epitome of obsession!
As climbers, we all show a certain amount of
psych, commitment and dedication to the sport
we so dearly love, but as we know that comes
in many shades of enjoyment and terror. One
climber’s total commitment can be another’s
stroll in the park, and psych can be defined in
many ways.
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For instance, pulling a crux move, with a
(solid) bolt below your feet, can be a gripping
experience for some. Totally irrational some may
think. And then you get a heinously thin and
smeary sequence, on empty forearms, five or
more metres above marginal gear placements,
or a taped sky hook. How different are those
two mind spaces? And who is more scared? I
suppose it all comes down to dedication and
what you are prepared to sacrifice and how bad
you want that route.
Truth be told, it is not possible to quantify the
many stages of ‘fear’ within different climber’s
brains, as it really comes down to each individual’s
level of determination and commitment and of
course physics. What is clear though, is that we
all get something special and irreplaceable from
climbing, something that makes us go back to the
battle face time and time again, to cross swords
with the stone. And as we all know, were it not for
the fear factor (no matter the level), the unknown
and the ultimate elation of success, climbing
would not be what it is. It is these emotions that
lures us, which keeps us opening that door that
leads us into Wonderland, to the unknown, to
grapple with our own fears and minds.
All this for a sequence of moves on a rock face
. . . But we all know it runs far deeper than that.
“Ultimately it’s like an emotional response,
isn’t it. Can you live with the idea of not doing
that route? And if you can’t, then you need
to do it!”
Franco Cookson in Fall Theory
Have a great and wonderful festive season.
Be safe in the hills

Tony
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COVER PHOTO: An intensely focused Willem le Roux
bagging the red point of the ultra-classic trad
route, Technicolour Darkness (26), on the Wall of
Darkness, Lost World Crag, Montagu, Western
Cape, during the Lost World Revival Trad Festival.
Photo GARRRETH BIRD
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MAIN: Willem le Roux on the 5-star jam fest, Nuclear Waste (20+).
BOTTOM RIGHT: Walking into Lost World.
Photos GARRRETH BIRD
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Lost
World

REVIVAL
TRAD FESTIVAL

by TONY LOURENS
The very name ‘Lost World’
conjures up visions of mythical
mountain landscapes shrouded
in tendrils of clingy mist. A place
where fabled figures wander
amongst a Tolkienesque setting
of twisted and tortured rock
walls, adorned with cracks and
painted in colours from a PostImpressionist’s palette.
Lost World Crag, one of the most
iconic trad venues in South Africa,
situated in the climbing town of
Montagu in the Western Cape,
lives up to its name. Maybe not
quite as dramatically as I have
taken licence to pen, but damn
close.

DECEMBER 2021–FEBRUARY 2022
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ruth be told, when you walk into
Lost World, you feel as if you
are entering a sort of ancient
Colosseum, ringed by tall, twisted
and intimidating rock walls, sweeping
upwards into the sky, cut vertically by
a myriad of perfect cracks, crying out
to be climbed, and flanked by shorter
crags offering magnificent crack and face
climbing. All the time observed from the
side by the aptly named Wall of Darkness,
the pièce de résistance – a 30-metre-high
curving face, the keeper of the Lost World
test pieces.
Standing in deep shade all day, this
dark wall boasts what was considered
one of the best single-pitch trad lines in
the country, the uber classic Technicolour
Darkness, opened by the legendary
Andy de Klerk (AdK) at grade 25, but
subsequently upgraded to 26. The wall
also has a handful of other fine and testy
routes, as well as a fine prow around the
corner to its left, which is cut by probably
the finest jam crack this side of Indian
Creek. At the relatively tame grade of 20
(but more like 21/2), Nuclear Waste is an
unrelenting 25-metre jam-fest, that keeps
you on your best jamming behaviour all
the way to the anchor.
Whatever your penchant, Lost World
will deliver trad climbing quite unlike
what you have savoured before. And be
sure to come with your sharpest sword and
prepare to do battle with the some of the
finest soldiers of stone.
In 1978, while on a climbing trip to the
Western Cape, visiting Transvaal climbers
Eckhardt Haber and Errol Nienaber,
discovered this somewhat hidden kloof a
few kilometres on the Barrydale side of
Montagu. They went to investigate, and
opened a route they called Lost World. >>

MAIN: Douw Steyn gritting his teeth as he steals
the send of Technicolour Darkness (26).
LEFT: Aahh, so that’s how it’s done.
Photos GARRRETH BIRD
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“Standing in
deep shade all
day, this dark
wall boasts what
was considered
one of the best
single-pitch
trad lines in the
country”
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No one showed any interest for a number
of years, until 1982, when some Cape
climbers went to investigate and found
a veritable treasure of world class
unclimbed rock. This crucible became
known as Lost World, named after the first
climb opened there.
Through the decade of the ’80s, local
heroes, AdK, Ed February, Greg Lacey
and Dave Kelfkins, amongst others,
made many trips to Lost World, putting
up a slew of excellent routes – single and
multi-pitch, and later in the ’80s other
strong climbers joined in – Jono Fisher,
Paul Schlotfeldt, Jeremy Colenso, and
quite a few others, added many quality
routes to a fast growing trad venue.
But it was de Klerk who made Lost
World his own, by projecting The Wall
of Darkness, and in the process opening
a clutch of excellent hard routes, like the
brilliant and forever classic, Technicolour
Darkness (26), as well as Technicians
of the Sacred (28) and Amandla (26),

Richard Halsey in full concentration mode
during his red point of Night Fright (24R).
Photo GARRRETH BIRD
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amongst many others. AdK, along with
others, went on to develop the many
various crags over the next five to 10
years, during which they opened some
excellent routes, all this making Lost
World one of the premier trad climbing
venues in South Africa.
Then disaster struck! The land on
which Lost World stood was sold, and
to cut a long story short, the new owners
built luxury accommodation on the land
and closed it to climbing. This was a
devastating blow to trad climbing in SA.
After some negotiations, the new owners
agreed to open the venue to climbers
on a trial basis, but alas, some of the
climbers did not adhere to the conditions
and the place was subsequently closed
‘permanently’. Then the property was
sold again, but still remained closed to
climbing for many years.
In 2021, the climbing gods smiled down
upon us, and the current owner, Charles
Bailey, suggested a meeting to enter into

negotiations on how climbing at Lost
World could be reintroduced. After some
talks it was agreed to reopen Lost World
to climbers in the form of an event, which
became known as The Lost World Revival
Trad Festival.
The weekend was set in September
2021 and marked a milestone in trad
climbing in South Africa. The iconic Lost
World Crag in Montagu was reopened
for a historic and unforgettable event,
drawing 40 passionate climbers from
around the Western Cape, and some from
further afield, to experience the delights of
this beautiful and magical kloof, with its
soaring rock walls and golden crags.
Although some of the old guard were
present, there were many climbers that
had never climbed on the hallowed walls
of Lost World. They had only heard tales
of this place with iconic routes in an
unparalleled setting. A now they were
champing at the bit to savour some of the
testy lines and best classics in creation. >>

RAMA

Gosia Lipinska in the process of
grabbing the first ever female ascent
of Technicolour Darkness (26).
Photo GARRRETH BIRD

rammountain.co.za

Saturday morning saw droves of eager
climbers scattered across a number
of crags. Routes like Find the Cost of
Freedom, Heart of Gold, Stone Magic,
Nuclear Waste, Skyline Crack and many
others – all classics – saw multiple
ascents. The classic multi-pitch, Jay
Walker also saw a few ascents. But the
main event was undoubtedly centred
around the steep and intimidating Wall
of Darkness, where there was always a
group of hard men and women psyching
themselves up for a red point of the
classic AdK test piece, Technicolour
Darkness, an elegant 30-metre curving
crack, demanding solid concentration
throughout, the crux at mid height,
and an unrelenting headwall, keeping
you focused and pumped right up until
the very last move. Needless to say,
spectators were kept well entertained with
some exciting climbing and some really
sensational whippers.
But 100 metres up the kloof, away from
the main stage is a little hidden gully
which is home to one of the best grade-19
hand cracks, and another super technical
test piece, the 5-star vertical slab of Sea
of Existential Teddy Bears, which had
some attention on the Friday, but due to its
technical dominance and somewhat runout
nature and fiddley gear, only fell to the
determination and perseverance of KZN
Godfather, Roger Nattrass, who managed
to pull off an impressive send on his
fourth attempt. Touching down after his
successful send, he confirmed that it was
definitely pushing the boundaries of 24 to
its very limits!

Back at the Wall of Darkness, things
were not slowing down. The scary and
super runout Night Fright (24), saw a
rare ascent by Richard Squeeks Halsey
and Technicolour Darkness dished out
some flying lessons to Douw Steyn, Gosia
Lipinska and Clinton Martinengo before
strong man Willem le Roux managed to
get the first “Revival” send of the route.
We thought that was it for Saturday, but in
the dying rays of the setting sun, in typical
hardcore Polish fashion, Gosia snuck back
up the kloof and pulled off an incredible
and well-deserved red point, giving her
the first ever female ascent of the route!
That night, at the plush Galenia Estate,
with sweeping views overlooking the
charming town of Montagu in the fading
twilight, wine and beer flowed, as we all
compared notes of the day’s climbing.
Ed February introduced the inimitable
Andy de Klerk, who gave an excellent
if somewhat philosophical talk about
climbing and life, past and present,
leaving us with no uncertain thoughts
about the ethics and values of trad
climbing that shaped his life and which he
still holds dear to his heart. The evening
continued with excellent food and more
wine, until Covid curfew put a stop to
proceedings.
Sunday saw a definite slackening on
the eager beaver proceedings, with most
climbers going for their second and some
for their third full day of demanding
cranking. But nevertheless there was still
>>
some top class action.

Julia Wakeling pulling round the awkward
jammed block on the first pitch of Jay Walker (19).
Photo TONY LOURENS
Douw Steyn (left) on Brain Drain (19) and Ant Hall (right) on Find the Cost of Freedom (19), Brain Drain Wall.
Photo GARRRETH BIRD

“due to its
technical
dominance and
somewhat runout
nature and
fiddley gear, the
route only fell to
the determination
and perseverance
of the
KZN Godfather”

Roger Nattrass on his red point ascent of the testy and
technical A Sea of Existential Teddy Bears (24).
Photo TONY LOURENS
DECEMBER 2021–FEBRUARY 2022
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Once again the Wall of Darkness drew
the crowds, with Clinton and Douw both
managing to bag ascents of Technicolour
Darkness and Garrreth Bird giving it a
really determined go, before enthralling
us all with probably the whipper of the
weekend, ripping some pieces along the
way, ending up sucking in about 12 metres
of air.
And Willem le Roux, once again pulled
a good performance out the bag with the
second send on the weekend of Night Fright.
Meantime, on the other side of the
valley, history was in the making with a
young Clea de Klerk taking her first trad
lead fall on the testy first pitch of Heart
of Gold – a route opened by her famous
father nearly 40 years previously. And
very aptly, Andy was the one to hold her
5-metre fall.
All in all, many of the classic routes
were climbed, and we saw some epic
ascents and some epic airtime. A truly
great time was had by all, and most of
us came away with some memorable
experiences. But one thing is certain –
Lost World remains one of the iconic trad
venues in Africa. The climbs are unique,
demanding respect and most agree that the
grades are as solid as one can get, if not a
little too solid!
Huge thanks must go to Galenia Estate
for unlocking the doors to paradise, so
we could host this event. And to all their
wonderful and friendly staff who did an
outstanding job with the accommodation,
delicious food, well stocked bar and
looking after all 43 of us so well on
Saturday night. It was a full house, but
everything ran so super smoothly. A huge
thank you also to Black Diamond South
Africa for their generous sponsorship of
the event and continuous support for all
things climbing. And to all the climbers
who came, saw, enjoyed, conquered, flew,
drank tea, laughed, took pics, spectated,
encouraged, and most of all share in the
deep history of trad climbing and the
iconic Lost World in Montagu, at the tip
of Africa.
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MAIN: Clinton Martinengo ’twixt blue sky and ochre rock on Skyline Crack (21).
BOTTOM LEFT: Listening to speeches after a long day
Photos GARRRETH BIRD
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Chappies Exposure. Photo MICKY WISWEDEL

LIVING THE

A profile

Sylvain
(28.6.1981–14.12.2015)
by CHARMAINE KRITZINGER

Born in Cape Town,
South Africa,
to Swiss-French
parents, Sylvain
embodied the

perfect
balance between
refinement and
ruggedness.
16 SA MOUNTAIN.CO.ZA
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Sentinel Spaceline. Photo JAMES TAYLOR

H

edi and Ernest, Sylvain’s parents,
freedom seekers themselves, met
45 years ago, travelled the world
by ship, and were offered a place to stay
in Bakoven. They ended up raising two
sons nearby, in Tableview, both schooled
at Milnerton High, Sylvain excelling as a
gymnast and also in music, choosing the
oboe at school level, because the queue
was the shortest.
The Burki sons returned to Switzerland
to study at age 18. Sylvain decided on
classical music, because it came most
naturally. To complete his Master’s,
he spent two years in Berlin, learning
German in the process, which he spoke
fluently. Later on, he also developed a
keen interest in Xhosa and Afrikaans.
Strong Swiss traditions were upheld
in his youth with the family returning
most years during the June–July holidays
to visit extended family in Lausanne.

18 SAMOUNTAIN.CO.ZA
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Sylvain’s brother, Cedric, is still settled
there, with a son, Matthew, and daughter,
Lauren. Matthew at age 2, and Lauren, as
a newborn, visited De Pakhuys and hiked
up to the highline deck with the family.
During one student holiday to SA in
2011, Sylvain went on a climbing trip to
De Pakhuys, Rocklands, for three weeks
with his childhood friend, Dean. The
climbing community had a huge impact
on him. Once back in Berlin, he spent
eight hours a day for the next six months,
in the gyms, soon swopping his oboe for
a didgeridoo. He met a crew of German
highliners, who invited him on a trip to
Czech. Highlining pushed Sylvain to
limits that fascinated him immensely, both
physically and mentally.
He longed to return and live in SA, so
he made the change, leaving Europe and
his classical music studies. He felt he
could play an important role in taking care

of his parents as they aged, helping them
maintain their large, established family
home. Sylvain had missed the hot, African
sun and the braai lifestyle.
Returning home, his first project was to
build a bouldering room, 5m x 5m x 5m,
in their backyard, along with a trapeze
and waterline over the pool, adjacent to
their veg garden. He dug out clay in the
neighbouring fields and moulded his own
unique hand holds for the walls.
With Sylvain’s gymnastics training,
he got involved as a stuntman in the
film industry world in Cape Town. Soon
after meeting Leander, Sylvain became
an integral part of the stunt rigging
world. This sped up his vision to found
a slackline manufacturing company.
SlackGear became his obsession, working
all hours of the night, funding it with his
>>
well-paid rigging work.

Spacelining the Sentinel, with Chapman’s Peak as a backdrop.
Photo GARRRETH BIRD

Celebrate Nature

Let Go
James Taylor

Rocklands Highline
Meeting 2014
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Rocklands Highline
Meeting 2015
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The two went hand in hand, and grew
exponentially, one interest feeding the
other. Attention to detail was everywhere
and also highlighted in the theme
underlying SlackGear, which are the
animals and colours of South Africa.
Sylvain’s passion to introduce newbies
to the world of highlining shines through
at the annual Rocklands Highline Meeting.
Two parallel 20-metre beginner-friendly
highlines a mere 10-minute walk from the
campsite.
Over the years, new lines have been
established, now a wide range: 20, 35, 40,
45, 65, and also 95 metres on Traveller’s
Rest farm nearby. This annual Rocklands
Highline Meeting was dreamt up when
Sylvain’s German highliner friends came
to visit him in SA. They rigged many lines
in different areas. One of the first lines
was Enrangered Neanderthal, a whopping
90-metre, in 2013, across Window Gorge
on Table Mountain. Carrying 30+ kilogram
packs on two ascents, wild camping
for four days, it was an epic first intro.
Christian Krr walking it and Lea, base
jumping midline.
Then the trip to Rocklands, De Pakhuys,
where new highlines were established
to facilitate hosting SA’s first highline
meeting in May 2014. This first edition
was 10 days long, but was reduced to four
days over Easter time the following year,
which was more feasible. The 8th one, in
2021, with six lines rigged, and with SA
solidarity with the Mayhem Mountain
Festival, displaying the growth of the
SA highlining community, totalled 11
highlines, all well walked.
Countless Chappies highline sessions

Sunset Rocklands. Photo MICKY WISWEDEL

were attended by many Capetonians, close
to the city and easily accessed a few meters
from Chapman’s Peak Drive. The famous
Frenchie, Tancrede Melet, visited one year
and was greeted by three whales beneath,
who were curious at the spectacle above.
It was an insanely memorable session,
witnessing a free solo first as well.
The Samsonite suitcase ad job in early
2013 gave the Germans a chance to earn
while in SA. Sylvain and Lea’s first
highline job in an urban environment.
Big things to come with The Script music
video filmed on a highline in the CBD as
well, and overhead safety rigging. The
Arts Festival adding a highline to their
programme, hiring hotel rooms to rig from.
A scary highline experience, with hooting
and sirens below, and headlights of the cars

in the opposite parking garage to where it
was rigged, coming towards you. Even a
highline set up inside the sacred space of a
synagogue for the Jewish festival of Purim,
the children in awe seated below.
The iconic Sentinel project went ahead
after that. Sylvain initiating a spaceline,
walking towards the horizon, instead of
a mountain cliff. Leander and George
were willing to jump in and contribute all
their rigging expertise, culminating with
Leander’s ‘letting go’ base jump off the
rope swing. James Taylor, surfing in the
big waves at Dungeons below, noticed
the rigging above. Coming up the next
day to offer to produce a short video,
part of which went viral and spurring
these extremists to dream up even more
adventures.
Yellowwood Clouds. Photo CHARMAINE KRITZINGER
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Yellowwood. Photo ANDREW COURT

Photo: Micky WisWedel

Yellowwood was a one-night
mission, perfectly planned. Andy
Court led the way up the Descent
Gully, creating a hauling system for
our heavy packs. Natural anchors
set by 9 pm, the 35-metre line up
by midday, Sylvain given first dibs,
sending above the sea of white
below. A handstand always part of
his warm up. Safely down and back
in Cape Town by 11 pm.
The Table Mountain 72-metre
was the deal cruncher. Set just
above Bombay Duck, hiking up at
4 am, aiming for the rig to be ready
with the first cable car, assuming
the rangers would be notified and
demand the line come down. We
were ready to leave peacefully by
1 pm, but the rangers appeared and
marched us down the mountain
and into the offices with a stern
warning and threat of fining in
future.
Setting up December highlines
in the quarry and on Lion’s Head
for the French high-altitude guide,
Manu, led to unexpected trips to
Antarctica and SlackGear rigs
stashed there for the wealthy
clients to enjoy a zipline version
of a highline. The quarry is still
a convenient and popular place
to practice highlining, nearby to
homes, and 90-metre, 42-metre,
and 35-metre lines were established
over the years.
Most of these experiences were
jam-packed into a short three
years. One such activity would’ve
lasted a lifetime of memories. It’s
encouraging how one person can
speed up and promote a sport at
the tip of the African continent, by
meeting the needs and generously
offering up time and earnings to
put back into the growth of this
outlier community.
Tragically, Sylvain passed away
very suddenly one summer’s
evening. He was practicing a
breathing technique, experimenting
underwater in the pool and
drowned as a result of a shallow
water blackout. He is missed
beyond measure, but his adventure
pursuing nature is ever present
in our playground of rocks,
Rocklands.

SlackGear is a proudly South African
slackline company built on ethics of quality,
affordability, safety, education, community
and customer care.
We design, test and manufacture everything
needed for slacklining, from short park lines
to longlines and highlines. Our concept is to
manufacture locally in South Africa.

083 738 9131

info@slackgear.co.za

www.slackgear.co.za
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Sylvain Burki on a Table Mountain highline. Photo STEPHAN HAMBSCH
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Clinton Martinengo reaching for glory on his send of Technicolour Darkness (26) Lost World Crag, Montagu, Western Cape, during the Lost World Revival Trad Festival. Photo TONY LOURENS
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Julia Wakeling finishing off the delectable Nuclear Waste (20+) Lost World Crag, Montagu, Western Cape, during the Lost World Revival Trad Festival. Photo GARRRETH BIRD

GEAR REVIEWS

EVEREST SPORT
2.0 litre SiT 4x4 10AT
by TONY LOURENS
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Earlier this year I received
an interesting email:
“Hi Tony,
Felix here from Ford South
Africa.
I have a strange proposition
that I hope you will consider for
SA Mountain magazine.
Ford recently launched the
Everest Sport seven-seater
SUV in South Africa and the
vehicle name had me thinking
of associations with mountain
sport, and that’s why I’m
sending you this mail.
I was wondering if you’d be
interested in test driving the

Everest Sport to include it in
your Gear Reviews page. Our
media test drives typically
take a week and the vehicle is
delivered with a full tank of fuel
and collected at the end of the
test drive period.
I realise this is unusual, but
with the luggage space and
4x4 capability of the Everest
Sport, I thought it might be
an interesting review for your
readers.
Please give this some thought
and let me know if you would
be keen to receive the Everest
Sport for review.”

W

ell, I gave it some thought. I
have reviewed a shed load of
different kinds gear in the 20 years of SA
Mountain’s existence – all climbing and
mountain related, but this would certainly
be a first! Climbers and hikers love going
on road trips. They love exploring new
places and mountains, and many of these
journeys take them off the beaten track,
along dodgy roads and over rough terrain
. . . and they need a decent vehicle to do
this.
So after about 30 seconds of ‘thought’, I
turned to my wife, Patsy and said, “Looks
like we are going on a road trip honey!”
“Oh, where to?” she replied.
“Not sure yet, but we are going. And
in the new Ford Everest SUV 4x4, 2 litre
Sport.”
So we pulled out the maps and started
planning. We wanted to do something
unusual, but also taking in some rough
terrain, so we could put the Everest
through its paces. Fortunately, the Western
Cape is not short of mountains, big open
spaces and endless roads leading into the
hinterland.
After some discussion, we decided on
lesser known areas of the Cederberg, a
trip through flower country and then some
exploration across the Tankwa Karoo,
taking in a challenging pass or two.
We booked the vehicle for the first
week of August and on D-day, drove to
Worcester to pick up our shiny new SUV
and drove back home to prepare for our
adventure.
The following day we left Montagu and
pointed the sleek bonnet of the Everest in
the direction of the Koo Valley – this being
the quickest way to reach dirt roads and
the gateway to the Cederberg. Immediately
I was impressed with the smoothness
and silence of the vehicle. We could feel
we were driving a luxury SUV. The black
leather seats were beautifully contoured for
maximum comfort and multi adjustable at
the push of a button.
It was bit of a kid in a candy store
scenario, so I had to play and experiment
with everything, starting with the
>>
acceleration and gearing.
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The 10-speed automatic gearbox (which
is changeable to manual at the push of
a button) is ultra-smooth, the changeovers being basically imperceptible, and
the 2-litre engine delivers more than
decent acceleration at lower speeds, with
excellent road holding at all speeds.
But the real testing started when we
turned off at Matjiesrivier in the Cederberg
and headed into the relatively unknown
wastelands of the Red Cederberg, along
a stony rutted track, that leads to the wild
and unspeakably beautiful and bewitching
area called Bakkrans. A road where one
can scarcely travel at speeds greater
than 10 kilometres per hour, and often at
mere crawling pace, due to the steep and
torturous nature of the track and also the
roughness of the terrain.
The Everest is in permanent 4-wheel
drive, and has great ground clearance, so
the vehicle felt very much in its element
on this road. I experimented with the
diff lock and 4x4 low range functions (all
push-button controlled), which got us up a
particularly steep and stony section quite
effortlessly.
On a long and winding very steep
downhill section, I got to put the ‘Hill
Descent Control’ to the test (also push
button obviously) – basically this is a bit
like auto pilot – ‘look ma no feet’. You
really need to trust the integrity of the
vehicle here. Take your feet off the pedals
completely and just steer. It’s a little nervy
at first, cause just as it feels the vehicle
is going to run away, and you are very
tempted to jump on the brakes, the gearing
kicks in and pulls the speed back perfectly
28 SAMOUNTAIN.CO.ZA
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to keep control of your descent. It does
take some getting used to, but once you
trust the system, it works just great.
Next was the wonderfully scenic road
that runs along the eastern side of the
Cederberg, from Matjiesrivier to Wuppertal,
with the Tankwa stretching endlessly off
to our right. Our route passed beneath
the mighty and bewitching Tafelberg and
through Langkloof and Ezelfontein and
ended with the ultra-steep twin track
leading down to the charming town of
Wuppertal. It was only a few days after the
Cederberg had experienced a huge storm,
lashing it with heavy rain and dumping
masses of snow on the high peaks, which
transformed our intended route into a much
more challenging proposition. Besides the
rough, stony track, we now also had to
contend with thick mud and broad, deep
pools of water and river crossings, which at
times came worryingly close to the bottom
of our doors.
Again, the Everest just cruised this, while
we sat in silent comfort, governed by the
on-board climate control and listening to
Pink Floyd’s Comfortably Numb, pumping
out of the multiple-speaker sound system,
and before long we were pulling into Alpha
Excelsior in Rocklands.
From Rocklands we headed up through
Niewoudtville to see the flowers, but
unfortunately we were a tad early for that,
so although we were treated to some
amazing fields of colour, they weren’t at
their best, so we continued on to what
we were both waiting for – the Tankwa
Karoo. Many moons ago I had a somewhat
character-building experience travelling

through the Tankwa, experiencing three
punctures in the space of 50 kilometres on
January 1st, in a 40 ˚C heatwave. This also
in a Ford, but a very old 1.6 Cortina bakkie.
But this is a story for another occasion.
So, with these memories still quite vivid
in my mind, we steered the Everest into
the northern entrance to the Tankwa with
a touch of trepidation. But as we were to
find out, my concerns were unfounded. We
nosed down to the Tankwa Karoo National
Park, then through this to a T-junction.
Left would lead us to the Ouberg Pass, a
long, winding, steep and rocky pass, rising
more than a 1,000 vertical metres to reach
the top of the escarpment and ultimately
Sutherland, our next destination. After all
the rain we were a bit concerned that this
pass may be too treacherous. Turning
right would lead to a much tamer pass that
would also take us to Sutherland, but from
the opposite direction.
We sat at this T-junction for a while and
in the end decided that the very reason we
were here in the first place was to put this
vehicle through its paces and taking the
easy way out was a bit of a naff decision,
so we turned left and thought Que sera
sera!
Well the Ouberg did not disappoint. It
was steep, rocky, corrugated, and with
more hairpins than Chewbacca on a windy
day. But our fears were for naught. The
pass, although challenging, was a walk in
the park for the Everest and soon we were
parked at the viewpoint on the top looking
back at the winding snake we had just
traversed.

Besides some star gazing in Sutherland and
waking up to a light dusting of snow the one
morning, the rest of the trip was relatively
uneventful. We drove back down into and
across the Tankwa, then headed back along
the Koo Valley back to the little mountain
kingdom of Montagu.
We covered 1,800 kilometres on our journey,
of which about 1,200 kilometres were on dirt
and about 250 kilometres of that were on
rigorous challenging terrain that demanded a
lot from our vehicle. To be fair I couldn’t really
find fault with Ford’s new creation. It went
superlatively!
Besides the comfort, power and handling
abilities of the vehicle, it also has a very
comprehensive and user-friendly on-board
computer that operates and keeps track of
multiple activities and commodities within the
vehicle, like the finely adjustable climate control,
the excellent sound system, satellite navigation,
blue tooth capabilities (obviously) for phone and
music connectivity and push button controls for
all functions – low range, steep descent control,
slippery roads and more.
Admittedly, it was with a tinge of sadness
that I had to hand this vehicle back to the
dealers, as I had a few more trips planned in
my mind for this beast. But hey, I look forward
to taking their next vehicle on an even more
rigorous journey through the hinterland of
mother Africa.

SPECIFICATIONS
DRIVE QUALITY
2.0 litre Turbo 4-cylinder diesel
Max power: 132kW
Max torque: 420Nm
20” alloy wheels
Exterior mirrors: Power adjust and fold
Heated mirrors
Electronic locking rear differential
DRIVE SAFE
ABS with electronic brake force distribution
ESP with traction control
7 airbags, including driver knee airbag
LED headlamps
LED daytime running lights
Child seat anchor points
Hill descent control
Roll over mitigation
Curve control

Cruise control
Sync3 Radio/CD/MP3 with 10 speakers
USB port
Dual zone electronic automatic
temperature control
4 x 12 volt power points
Bluetooth with voice control and
navigation
Front and rear parking sensors
WARRANTIES AND SERVICE PLAN
4 year/120,000 km comprehensive
warranty
6 year/90,000 km service plan
3-year roadside assistance
5-year corrosion warranty

DRIVE GREEN
Fuel consumption: 7.1 litre/100 km
CO2 emissions: 187 g/km
10-speed auto
DRIVE SMART
Towing capacity: 3,100 kg
Push button start
Rear view parking camera
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Mission XP Leather Low
Review by TONY LOURENS

Approach shoes are becoming like
iPhones – no sooner are you the
proud owner of a new top-o-the
range approach shoe when another
one comes out, with better this and
stickier that.
But in all fairness, there is also
a large range of different kinds of
approach shoes – super light models
for quick and light approaches, which
are also good for hanging from your
harness. Some designed for guides,
who wear theirs all day and do a lot of
technical climbing in them. Others are
developed for hard long approaches,
often with relatively heavy loads –
ones you can also happily wear on
multiday hiking trails. And then there
are the ones that have a more stylish
design, the hybrids – these you can
wear on light approaches, but also to
the climbing gym and even to trendy
weddings, which is what I did recently
. . . they were the most stylish shoes I
owned, what can I say.
BD’s new shoe, the Mission XP,
definitely falls into the “hard long
approaches often with relatively
heavy loads” category. But overlaps
quite nicely into the “designed
for guides” category, as they are
remarkably adept at easy scrambling
and climbing on long ridge routes.
Sporting a slightly wider than
normal toe box, with soft lining
and padded and sealed tongue,
the Mission is a super comfortable
shoe, and the effective, easy-to-pull
lacing system cinches it up nice and
cosy around your foot, giving a very
precise and close fit, yet still comfy
enough to wear all day.
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Constructed from suede leather,
with a dual density EVA midsole and
sporting a double wrap-around toe
box rand and the same around the
back of the heel, the Mission is as
robust as it gets for an approach
shoe. And BD’s super-sticky
BlackLabel-Mountain rubber (with
smooth toe area) enables confident
movement on steep rocky terrain.
I have used my Missions about
3 to 4 times a week over the last
six weeks, for rough bouldery
approaches, steep and loose off
path explorations, long committing
ridge climbing – often with clients,
and lugging hefty packs loaded with
ropes, trad gear and bolting kit to
high mountain crags, and they have
performed admirably and have also
stood up incredibly well against the
harsh rigours of Western Cape fynbos
and rocky slopes.
The Mission is a reliable and
durable all-rounder and will be hard
to beat as a work horse shoe. It
can handle practically anything you
throw at it. I would draw the line at
weddings though!

SPECIFICATIONS
• Premium and durable suede leather
upper that’s lined for fit and comfort
• BlackLabel-Mountain rubber is high
performance sticky rubber
• Rubber toe protection
• Welded TPU overlays placed for
added durability and protection
• Gusseted tongue keeps debris out
and foot locked down
• Dual density tuned EVA midsole
with stiff forefoot shank plate for
edging performance and underfoot
protection
• Multiple webbing loops for various
tagging options
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The Red Curtain
A climbing novel by
Dave Barnes
• 274 pages
• ISBN: 978-1-922629-40-1
• Available on Amazon in hard copy
and Kindle
Review by TONY LOURENS

Dave Barnes, is an Australian climber
and the assistant editor of Common
Climber, an international online
magazine. We have become e-friends
over the last few years, due to our
similar work backgrounds, and SA
Mountain and Common Climber have
swopped the odd article and pic from
time to time. Dave recently completed
his first published novel and sent me a
copy for review.
Dave told me the outline of the book.
Even so, I wasn’t quite sure what to
expect, but The Red Curtain did not
disappoint.
It is a sci-fi story of a climbing
expedition to the planet Mars, set in
the year 2043. It’s about a team that is
hand-picked and trained to go collect
a certain “Earth-saving” mineral from
Mars, which involves climbing of “big
Wall” Martian-style – utilizing some
futuristic climbing techniques.
Dave uses some names of famous
climbers for characters (and space
machines) throughout the book, which
gives it a bit of a homely touch, but
what makes the book credible in its

incredulity, is the climbing knowledge
that Dave obviously has. Unlike many
other climbing novels and movies, Dave
uses the correct climbing terminology
throughout the book, as well as
proper and true facts, historically and
geographically. This gives the book
relative authenticity, even though they
are scaling a cliff on Mars.
Although starting off a little slow, with
the gathering of the team from around
the world, and some training climbs
in Yosemite and surrounds, the story
soon picks up when they launch into
space en route to Mars. And ramps up
even more when Commander Conrad
and Lieutenant Tyler, leave the Royal
Robbins Space capsule and prepare for
the climb of their life.
Exciting, intriguing and thoroughly
enjoyable, The Red Curtain should be
on your reading list for sure, even for
non-climbers, and will make a great
Christmas gift.
The only disappointment was seeing
that America will still be on the imperial
system in 2043!
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ROCKLANDS
The mother of all
roof cracks
by JOE MÖHLE

The story of Mkhulu started
in much the same way
as many other projects
that have come before it –
wandering around off the
beaten track, scrambling
up gullies, bashing down
ravines, squeezing through
tight alleys, then backtracking to the last turn-off
to try another promising
avenue, and all the while
having to deal with lots of
harsh, spikey bush.
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INSTINCT VS

The cornerstone of our performance
line. An all-around shoe that handles
a variety of climbing styles at the
highest level.

F E AT U R E S

R U B B E R T O E PAT C H
B I -T E N S I O N S YS T E M

Sinking the last fingerlock on the crux of Mkhulu.
Probably the single hardest move on the climb.
Photo GUSTAV JANSE VAN RENSBURG

MORE INFO AT

traversegear.co.za

O

n one occasion I was exploring
for new boulders with the
original developer of hard
Rocklands bouldering, the well-known
climber and great friend of mine, Fred
Nicole. Our throats were parched, our legs
were tired and we both knew that we had
slightly overdone it for a ‘rest day’, but
there is always that exciting possibility of
finding something special just around the
next corner that keeps you going. We were
deep down that rabbit hole and had no
choice (as far as we saw it anyway) but to
keep going.
Then we stumbled upon the area now
known as Burnside, we really hadn’t
found much that sparked our respective
creative climbing visions . . . but little did
I know, I was about to be sparked in a big
big way!
From the hill below its north-facing
entrance, I saw a massive arch split by a
spectacular 14-metre roof crack. Just as
well I approached from the north. Had I
come up on the south side I may well have
missed it entirely, as from that side, the
entrance is barely noticeable through the
boulders and trees that guard it. From the
north however, it looks like a medieval
fort on top of a cliff guarding the coast
below. To a climber’s eye it stands out,
it screams out, as the sight of that same
fort would to a sailor who has crossed an
unknown ocean.
“Yes, yes, yes,” I whispered, multiple
times under my breath. I stood below the
perfect, slightly higher than head height,
horizontal crack, feeling the holds and
hand jams. I instinctively knew that here
was something remarkable. It has it all,
I thought to myself. A logical sit-start
up an overhanging arête that takes you
into the start of the roof crack. Then you
make a right turn and climb 14 metres
on immaculate red/brown sandstone,
culminating in a very technical crux
before the top-out. All this above a
perfectly flat base! The best things in life
truly are free . . . or are they? Although
this beautiful climb ignited an unreal
amount of motivation in me, it still needed
to be climbed, and that, I would soon
discover, was not going to come for free.
On that first visit I didn’t actually get
to try the moves on the project. I was
deep into developing new boulders at
Paarl Rocks with Sean Maasch and we
didn’t spend long in Rocklands before
heading back to Paarl to finish off some
very inspiring new lines. But I resolved
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Reaching for the two face holds in the
middle of the roof, where I usually start to
feel some fatigue setting in. With about
seven metres of roof crack behind you that
would be more than any other roof crack
in the Cape.
Photo OLIVER KRUGER

A quick pause to shake and chalk up on
the face holds – a shallow three finger
slot for the left hand and a slightly better
flat edge for the right hand . . . and the old
French blow for good measure.
Photo OLIVER KRUGER

Pausing briefly to shake out the right hand.
With no option to rest the other hand, this
means I had to leave this good handjam
way sooner that I otherwise would have.
Photo OLIVER KRUGER

to return the following year in September
2019 to begin working on the project I
dubbed Red House Over Yonder. That
September trip was only about three
weeks long and, while I was able to open
a ‘training crack‘ at another area, the Red
House project was out of my reach. I was
back again in December 2019 for about
two weeks and made really good progress,
considering that summer bouldering in
Rocklands is usually out of the question
for anyone except the Reunion Island
crew. Yet, still no success for me.
The problem was, it would typically
take me about four weeks to build up
anything close to the specific roof crack

endurance required to have a chance on it.
While I was trying my hardest and making
good progress, three weeks of preparation
just wasn’t going to cut it. I knew I would
have to do some training before arriving
in Rocklands on my next trip. Little did
I know that it would be over 18 months
before I would return.
I built myself a short, but really tough,
wooden crack to train on and planned to
ramp up the training about four weeks
prior to flying to SA. That was the plan
anyway. Then a global pandemic hit . . .
Time did that strange thing that it
normally does (especially when you are
intensely excited about something) when

“it still
needed to
be climbed,
and that, I
would soon
discover,
was not
going to
come for
free.”

Leaving the last good handjam before heading into the final crux sequence. Only five more
moves to go but they require precision and a lot of body tension. Photo OLIVER KRUGER

it seems to pass so excruciatingly slowly
until you look back a few months down
the line to find that it went by in a flash!
I prepared on the wooden crack as best I
could, but 2020/1 being such an uncertain
period for most of us, my girlfriend and I
only booked our flights two weeks before
departure and my four-week preparation
goal was reduced to just two. I hoped that
it would suffice and that an extra bit of
‘try hard’ would see me through this time.
After all the usual trials of initial
underperformance followed by selfdoubts and doubts about my preparation,
worrying about not having enough
time, etc., etc., I plugged away at it and

somehow miraculously managed to pull
it off on the very last day of our trip. A
somewhat stressful climax, but it meant
that the experience was that much more
intense.
I couldn’t help but think back to a
quote from my friend, Leo Houlding,
which goes something like: “Well if it
was easy, it wouldn’t be that hard!” And
it made me chuckle to myself. What felt
different about this climb was that even
after climbing it many times in my mind
and then finally physically climbing it as
well, I came back down from the top of
the arch and stood below the enormous
roof still not really able to grasp that I

had actually completed it, start to finish.
I was in a kind of confused disbelief. The
climb was simply too big I think and in
much the same way that time had passed
so deceptively over the months waiting to
return to my project, time was again able
to play its strange tricks on the ascent. I
was left wondering whether or not it had
actually happened at all! Fortunately, my
girlfriend, Kaddi and good friend, Ollie
were there to bear witness. I called the
climb Mkhulu, a Xhosa/Zulu word for big
or majestic; a roof so big that time itself
seemed to be warped in its presence. >>
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From the sit…
Mkhulu can be divided into three parts.
The initial tricky boulder problem
takes you via an overhanging arête to the
start of the roof crack and can be graded
around 7A+.
The second part consists of almost the
entire roof and can be considered a pumpy
10-metre 7b route, continuous and core
intensive.
The final four metres of the roof and
the top out are the hardest. Perhaps a 7B+
boulder in its own right.
Disclaimer! Crack climbing grades
depend entirely on the size of one’s hands.
My grading is therefore personal and you
are likely to have a completely different
experience on each section. I personally
climb cracks for their aesthetic beauty and
not for the number attached to them.
Since it was my last day of our climbing
trip, I expected to feel more pressure to
climb Mkhulu than the preceding days. On
the contrary, this was the first day without
any pressure at all. Weird! Counting down
the days left on a climbing trip can be
quite stressful when one has a project.
However, the final day is often stressfree because you have actually run out
of time. Time’s grip on me had loosened
and in turn so had my grip on Mkhulu. I
was calm and free, the perfect way to be
when trying any hard project. I still reflect
on my feelings that day and wonder how
I could replicate this mindset more often.
An interesting thought to explore and
another opportunity to become a better
climber! What I can say is that more often
than not climbers are exhausted on their
last day of a trip, yet quite frequently
we manage to perform our best on this
day. We all know the saying ‘last day
best day’ to be remarkably true. I suspect
success has mostly to do with the lifting
of pressure to achieve our goals and the
subsequent relaxing of the mind that

The north facing entrance
of the cave with the start of
Mkhulu on the lefthand side.
Photo JOE MÖHLE

follows. When time has finally run out,
all we can do is give it our best and let the
cards fall where they may.
I left the ground without much thought
to the colossal test of endurance that
awaited me. I had tried seven times over
the past few weeks and seven times I had
failed, always right at the end of the final
crux section. This gave me confidence
though that my endurance was increasing
with every try and all I had to do was to
keep at it and trust that I would eventually
arrive at the final hard bouldery section
with enough left in the tank to finish it.
I cruised through the initial overhanging
arête boulder problem. There is one
awkward crossover move to reach the first
hand jam in the roof, but that seemed to
pass without me even noticing. Time for
a quick shake with one foot locked in an
overhead heel-toe cam in the crack and
my hands alternating in solid jams. I felt
relaxed, patient and my mind was free
from any distracting thoughts. Then I cut
both feet loose and placed them ahead of
me in the crack. This is the start of the
widest part of the crack. I paused again,
making use of the final opportunity to rest
properly, milking double heel-toe cams
that allow my arms to almost completely

Some panos work out better than others. This is one that I could happily see everyday of my life. Mkhulu
climbs from left to right. A bit excessive with the pads, but some days during my summer trip I did not have
a spotter. In the end all I needed was three pads and a spotter to slide them along. Photo JOE MÖHLE
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recover from the climbing behind me. My
position, while being quite restful for my
hands, was slowly draining the muscles
in my lower legs, as well as my core,
that are crucial for hard toe-camming.
Twenty seconds or so pass and it’s time
to move on. A few hand holds inside the
crack at this point make it possible to not
have to employ any wide crack climbing
techniques. Pity!
Before I know it, I’ve bumped my
right hand into the first finger lock of the
climb and extend my body full length
and crossover into the next hand jam. I
momentarily lose tension between the
finger lock and my toe-cam. My feet
swing wildly out of the crack and into
space, an unnecessary waste of energy. I
briefly scold myself for the mistake, but
at the same time I am surprised at how
easy it is to hold the swing and quickly
place my feet back in the crack ready to
continue. That had not always been the
case. Had I made the same mistake two
weeks earlier, I would have found myself
on the ground not long afterwards, too
tired to continue. The first conscious
thought entered my mind around this
point. I remember thinking to myself that
perhaps I had not done enough to properly

warm up my core. However, as
quickly as that thought entered, it
vanished again and was completely
erased from my experience. I found
myself at the three finger edge in the
middle of the roof when the second
thought entered my mind: There
is nowhere else I’d rather be, and
then the third thought, That’s more
like it Josey, relax, and my thoughts
vanished again.
Just after the middle of the roof
is where I usually started to feel
fatigue setting in, but this time I
seemed a little fresher than before
and I move on confidently towards
the crux, placing my right hand in
the last good hand jam of the climb.
I had underestimated the
technical demands of this section
in the previous weeks. It was not
just a case of pulling harder, but
rather success was determined by
perfecting my movement. After

falling for the seventh time at the
move to the final rattly finger lock
of the climb, I decided to take
another look at my beta. I spent
two days just sorting out exactly
where to place my right foot in the
crack and the exact angle at which
my left hand jam had to be in order
to perfect this single move. We are
talking changes in millimetres, but
what a difference they made!
I turned my right hip into the roof
as hard as I could and rolled over
my left shoulder. The finger lock
sank in like a dream, no adjustments
needed. I held my body tension
like I was expecting a left hook
to the body from Mike Tyson and
had sat on a red-hot coal at the
same time. Pressing into the huge
shoulder move, I cut both feet loose
and swung them ahead of me and
over the lip of the roof. My hand
reached out to join them on the lip

Focused and determined, moving into the last good handjam before the crux.
Again, only possible to rest one hand so I didn’t spend long there before attacking the crux.
Photo OLIVER KRUGER

and the final few moves on jugs
followed without any problem.
I stood on top, both elated and
astonished that I had climbed such
an enormous roof. One of my
biggest projects was done and you
know how it is . . . it didn’t even
feel that bad!

CONTINUED FROM PG 40 >>

Tell us about Alasha.

Jakob: What a line, what a route! The
rock quality is just amazing, and the
boulder problem has some of the coolest
holds! It starts with 10 metres of 7c-ish
climbing before you enter the crux boulder
which might be around fb 8a 15 metres
above the sea. Knowing no one has been
able to do it since Chris did the first ascent
6 years ago definitely added some spice.
What did the process look like?

When we arrived, I wanted to have a look
at Alasha soon, as it was said that the
climbing season on the north shore will
come to an end sooner than down south.
So, after a first session at the more mellow
spots like Cala Varques we went to Soller
where we were lucky to be able to go on
a motorboat tour with Sebastian from
Rock and Water Mallorca who showed us
around and made us get a nice first feel of
the north coast.
You haven’t been on the island for
long. It feels like the send came
quickly.

Yes. I climbed into the crux ground up
twice before checking out the moves on
a rope. I was lucky to have Jernej Kruder
there, as he had everything dialed and he
also shared beta etc. I managed to climb
Alasha on the next go (4th try).

Jernej had already tried Alasha
after his repeat of Es Pontas, how
close is he from sending?

His go before my ascent was actually
really close. I hope conditions will stay as
they are so he can bring it to an end.
What about the grade, do you
confirm what has been set out?

If I remember correctly, Chris never set
out a grade for Alasha or Es Pontas, it was
more that he compared the process with
some of his hardest sport climbs and this
is how numbers made their way into the
media. Most of all I think sport climbing
grades aren’t ideal for deep water solo
climbing, especially the difficult and high
ones where more factors come into play
than just the ability to send hard. Even if
you check out some sequences on a rope
the whole endeavor is still so different
from a sport climbing process, where you
have all options to practice or rehearse
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Sticking that Dyno

Mallorca DWS Vlog
by Jakob Schubert

Jakob Schubert takes the coveted second ascent of Alasha in Port de Sóller, Mallorca.
Photo © SEBASTIAN MARKO

moves or sequences countless times without
the consequence of big falls into the sea.
What I can say is that during my
send of Alasha I physically felt like
climbing in the 8c+ range. Also taking the
commitment and fear factor into account

calling it 9a feels about right to me. But
the center of attention on such a climb is
something else, if you just want to send
hard stuff you need to go elsewhere. After
this comp season with Olympics and
World Championships I felt hungry for
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adventure and experience outside. I got plenty of that here.
Jakob then went on to send Es Pontas soon afterwards
and, almost in passing, he also flashed a number of routes
in the 8b-range, but that’s part of a bigger video production
about the entire Mallorca adventure, which will be released
soon.
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Neat & clean chalets within walking distance
of Badkloof and other climbing spots.

10 Tanner Street, Montagu, 6720
Call Dave or Tara on 023 614 1294
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JAKOB SCHUBERT
repeats

Alasha and Es Pontas
words by STAFF
pics © Sebastian Marko & Michael Piccolruaz

Austrian power house, Jakob Shubert, fresh from Olympic
medal glory and also from being crowned Lead World
Champion a month later, has made the first repeat of Alasha
(9a) and the third repeat of Es Pontas (9a+), making him the
first to repeat both routes, all within the space of a week.
Both DWS climbs were put up by Chris Sharma in
Mallorca (Es Pontas in 2006 and Alasha in 2016).
This is what he said about his send of Alasha . . .

CONTINUED ON PG 38 >>

Jakob Schubert on his send of Es Pontas, Mallorca. © Michael Piccolruaz
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Tre Asini Designs

r160

Crag Utility bag
26cm wide X 36cm high

• Light, but durable cotton twill on the
outside and lined in funky African
Shwe Shwe fabric.
• The perfect bag for your lunch, snacks,
stove, and/or tea kit. Or other nik-naks
you may need at the crag.
• Pulls closed with a draw cord and
toggle lock.

r120
Harness bag

21cm wide X 38cm high

r160

HelMet bag

• Light, but durable cotton twill
with a funky African Shwe Shwe
inlay on the one side.

33cm wide X 31cm high
• Light, but durable funky cotton
Shwe Shwe.
• Perfect for all helmet sizes.

• Perfect size and streamlined for
your climbing harness, or your
shoes.

• Pulls closed with a draw cord and
toggle lock.

• Pulls closed with a draw cord and
toggle lock.

FaCe MasKs
• 2-ply cotton in funky designs.
• Kids and Adult sizes.

rope bag

1 metre diametre
• Durable hardwearing denim
on the outside and lined in
funky African Shwe Shwe fabric.
• Two grab handles for attaching
your rope and for carrying the bag
around the crag.

r50

• Pulls closed easily with a draw
cord and toggle lock, to a
neat package to fit in your
rucksack.
• Can double for many other household storage uses.

r550

All products come in multiple colours and designs.
Manufactured in Montagu in the Western Cape, South Africa.
For orders go to

www.treasinidesigns.co.za or email patsy@samountain.co.za
Trade enquiries welcome
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SPITZKOPPE and PONTOKS – Namibia

Spitzkoppe
and Pontoks

Paarl Rocks
A Climbers Guide
By Stewart & Scott Noy

Namibia
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